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Abstract
The challenge of narrative automatic generation is to produce not only coherent, but interesting
stories. This study considers the problem within the Simplicity Theory framework. According to
this theory, interesting situations must be unexpectedly simple, either because they should have
required complex circumstances to be produced, or because they are abnormally simple, as in
coincidences. Here we consider the special case of narratives in which characters perform actions
with emotional consequences. We show, using the simplicity framework, how notions such as
intentions, believability, responsibility and moral judgments are linked to narrative interest.
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1

Introduction

Whatever a story is used for (whether to entertain or to teach), to address the question of what
makes a story interesting is of major importance. The field of computational generation of
narratives has explored many ways to generate narratives. A well-formed and understandable
story can make a good story but not necessarily an interesting one.
Many studies have addressed the question of what makes a story interesting and different
factors have been listed. One of them is the reference to major life themes that elicit strong
affective reactions such as death, sex, religion or politics [16, 28]. Another factor is the
occurrence of unexpected or unusual events [16, 28].
Beyond these universal determining factors, narrative interest may also crucially depend
on the audience’s personal values, personal experiences, personal emotions or pre-existing
knowledge [29]. Taking into account personal values or personal experiences is a major
challenge, but it also offers opportunities for automated scenario generation, especially for
the replay options they offer.
Our review of previous works on narrative interest revealed that moral considerations
towards the characters play a crucial role. We investigated how interest and moral judgments
are related, in the specific context of moral dilemma stories [27]. We identified a set of factors
that can be manipulated to control both interest and moral response. Using a framework
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based on the notion of Kolmogorov complexity, we proposed a unified model of interest
and moral judgment that can be applied to moral dilemma stories [27]. The present paper
extends these previous results. It proposes new ways of controlling narrative interest by
manipulating moral judgments, intentions and responsibility in narratives.

2

Some ingredients of interestingness

Humans are narrative beings. From childhood to adulthood, they are surrounded by
narratives. They use them to make sense of the world, to order events and assimilate them.
This process has been called narrative intelligence [21]. Narratives are a cognitive tool to
organize experience and understand encountered situations. They play a major role in many
forms of entertainment media including theater, novels or video games. They are also widely
used in educational contexts.
The process of generating narratives has been the subject of intense study in Artificial
Intelligence over the last century (see [11] for a review of existing systems). Different
approaches to narrative generation have been explored. The standard approach consists in
pre-scripting a specific story; characters perform the same actions without any variation
each time the program is run. Systems using this approach present a limited number of
stories (or permutations of a single story), they show little adaptation to the user and offer
few opportunities of user interaction. An alternative approach consists in generating the
narrative dynamically. Systems using this latter approach are able to adapt to individual
preferences, needs, abilities or values. Such systems have extended replay capabilities.
A narrative is classically defined as the recounting of a sequence of events that have
a continuant subject and constitute a whole [26]. A basic form of narrative is the fabula,
a temporally ordered sequence of events from the time the story begins to the time the
story ends [1]. The fabula is only one component of a typical narrative; the other one is the
discourse, which refers to the way the narrative is told. The process of telling a narrative
consists in selecting a subset of the fabula (the sjužet) and in structuring the outline of the
main events in order to elicit interest in the audience [1, 11].
Generating a narrative consists in producing a sequence of events which brings a world
from an initial state into a final state. This narrative content is then put into words to give
the discourse. This process must meet some requirements to form acceptable narratives. One
of them is to be well-structured, in the sense that it respects Freytag’s triangle: the narrative
should have a beginning, where some conflict is introduced, a middle, containing the climax,
and an ending [9]. Another requirement for the generation of an acceptable narrative is to
be understandable by the audience. In particular the events should respect the causal rules
of the (possibly imaginary) world and the audience must be able to infer the characters’
intentionality [3].
This generation process, however, does not ensure that these well-formed and understandable narratives make interesting stories. Producing interesting stories represents a
major challenge, because of the crucial role of interest in learning or entertaining contexts
[14]. Some of the factors controlling narrative interest have been investigated. They include
emotional responses to fundamentals such as sex, religion or death [28, 16]. Surprising or
unexpected events are also essential to interest (see below).
Few models of narrative interest have been proposed. Simplicity Theory [7] is one
of them. It offers a purely cognitive account of interest, based on an extension of the
notion of Kolmogorov complexity to the cognitive domain [4]. The main claim of Simplicity
Theory is that unexpectedness, defined as a complexity drop, plays a major role in eliciting
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narrative interest. It covers various situations humans usually regard as interesting, including
coincidences, fortuitous encounters or rare events [6]. Simplicity Theory has also been applied
to the study of moral judgment in the context of moral dilemma stories [27].
The observation that moral dilemmas often make good stories led us to investigate which
factors control both narrative interest and moral judgments. Previous studies had pointed
out the crucial role played by emotions and causal reasoning in the formation of moral
judgments [12]. By applying Simplicity Theory to moral dilemma stories, we could show
that factors such as the length of causal chains or the interpersonal relations between the
characters can be manipulated in order to control interest and moral (dis)approval [27].
The formation of judgments on characters is an integral part of the narrative experience
and is involved in the perception of character believability. Believable characters must be
first perceived as intentional agents by the audience, who will then approve or disapprove of
their actions. Simplicity Theory offers a new way to define and control, not only the interest
of a generated story, but also the believability of its characters.
We will first review the main factors that influence moral judgments in narratives and
point out the importance of these judgments for the believability of its characters. Then we
will briefly introduce Simplicity theory and show how it can be applied to model intentions
and moral judgments. We will illustrate how some parameters in the model can be used to
control narrative interest and moral judgments. Finally, we will discuss the implications for
narrative generation.

3
3.1

Interesting stories with moral characters
Believability and interestingness

Believable characters in a story should be perceived as clever and their actions as intentional
[5], or else the audience’s suspension of disbelief will be negatively affected [3]. But being
perceived as intentional is not enough. The audience also forms various moral judgments
including moral approval and responsibility. Approving or disapproving of others’ actions
and attributing responsibility is daily routine. We do it also when experiencing narratives.
Let us consider the following story fragment.
The [Wine Story]. Mary is looking through the window of her manor, waiting for a taxi.
John enters the room, carrying a bottle of vintage red wine. He takes two crystal glasses in
the cupboard and fills them. He discretely adds a pinch of black powder in one of them and
brings it to Mary. The taxi will arrive in only a few minutes. Mary starts talking about her
work, waving the hand and the glass. They hear the taxi’s horn. She takes a sip from the
glass, grabs her handbag, drinks the glass in one gulp and goes out.
At this point, no one knows for sure what will happen next. One assumes that John
performed his act (add powder to the drink) with some specific goal in mind. Imagine
that Mary dies. If Mary is perceived as a nice person by the audience, John’s act will be
condemned. But the context can be manipulated to change this judgment, for example if
John has been threatened to be killed if he did not kill Mary. This piece of information may
also change our judgment about John’s responsibility.
In any case, John appears as a believable agent. But this is only one ingredient of interest.
Will the story be more or less interesting if Mary does not die? If John had selfish or altruistic
motives (inherit Mary’s fortune vs. save many from Mary’s dark plans)? John’s intentions
and responsibility, in the eye of the audience, are a key factor in determining narrative
interest.
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To generate interesting stories automatically, one must first understand which factors
influence our moral perception of the characters’ actions. We will first review some previous
works on morality and narrative interest before proposing our own approach.

3.2

Moral Judgments, Intentions and Responsibility

During the 1950s and the 1960s, studies on moral psychology focused on reasoning. Cognitive
models of information processing were the preferred framework for the study of the formation
of moral judgments [17]. However, in the 1980s, the idea that moral emotions played a
significant role has been put forward. Recent evidence suggests that moral judgment is a
matter of emotion and of reasoning, though automatic emotional processes tend to dominate
[12, 13].
The formation of moral judgments occurs as soon as a character in a narrative performs
an action that has good or bad consequences. The character’s causal reasoning before the
action is an essential determining factor that affects moral judgment. Jones (1991) proposed
that the certainty or probability that the effect will follow from the action highly influences
the intensity of our moral judgment [15]. In a previous study [27], we could observe that the
unexpectedness of the outcome has a major influence on the moral approval of a character’s
action.
Causal reasoning is of major importance not only for the approval of others’ actions,
but also in the process of attributing intentions and responsibility. People are generally
considered to be responsible for at least some consequences of their actions [30, 19], because
they are supposed to be able to anticipate these consequences. The influence of causal
analysis in the way responsibility is attributed to agents has been investigated [22, 23]. For
an action to appear intentional, the agent must believe that this action can be performed
and will lead to a specific outcome [20].
Moral judgment depends not only on causal reasoning, but also on the affective or
emotional attitude that the characters or the audience have towards the consequences of
the actions performed. Jones (1991) calls it the magnitude of the consequences [15]. The
emotional response to a state of affairs determines what is desired or not and to what
extent. It is essential to determine the character’s intention to reach some specific goal [20].
Phares and Wilson (1972) also showed that it is of major importance in the attribution of
responsibility [24].
Determining if a character in a story intentionally produced a situation or is responsible
for it requires that we access its mental state at the time of the action [2]. Accessing mental
states means inferring the character’s knowledge and emotional state. In believable stories,
sufficient information should be provided for the audience to assess the characters’ mental
states and to form moral judgments.

3.3

From moral judgments to interest

Our review of previous works on narrative interest revealed that moral considerations towards
characters play a crucial role. We decided to investigate how interest and moral judgment
are related, in the specific context of moral dilemma stories [27]. We especially pointed
out the different but complementary roles of unexpectedness and emotional intensity in
moral judgment and narrative interest. For example, we found that readers are more likely
to disapprove of an action leading to undesired outcomes when the action appears more
unexpected. But at the same time, the narrative interest of the sequence increases.
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Using the framework of Simplicity Theory (see next section), we proposed a purely
cognitive and unified model of interest and moral judgment that can be applied to moral
dilemma stories. This model, based on the notion of Kolmogorov complexity, highlights
the role of unexpectedness in the elicitation of emotional responses to events. The model
proposed in our previous work explains our observations and makes correct predictions in
the context of moral dilemma stories, taking into account the personal values of the audience
and the estimated personal values of the characters of the story.
The present article extends these previous results and proposes new way of controlling
narrative interest by manipulating judgments of intentionality and responsibility.

4
4.1

The key role of unexpectedness
Unexpected simplicity

As Livia Polanyi observed thirty years ago: “the question of what [people] tell stories about has
remained not only unanswered, but largely unasked.” [25, p. 207]. Polanyi, as the few authors
who addressed the issue, acknowledged the importance of unexpectedness in spontaneously
reported stories “stories have as their point that something ’odd’ or ’unexpected’ happened.”
[25, p. 212]. William Labov makes a similar observation: “[If an] event becomes common
enough, it is no longer a violation of an expected rule of behaviour, and it is not reportable.”
When reporting an event, people say “[this] was strange, uncommon, or unusual – that is,
worth reporting. It was not ordinary, plain, humdrum, everyday, or run-of-the-mill.” [18].
Teun van Dijk also points the importance of unexpectedness: “interestingness is usually
obtained by the account of events or actions that are unexpected, deviant, extra-ordinary,
or unpredictable, given the knowledge and beliefs of the audience.” [31, p. 123]. The same
law of unexpectedness applies to newsworthiness: “Events have to be unexpected or rare, or
preferably both, to become good news.” [10, p. 67].
Unexpectedness stands out as a key feature of interestingness in spontaneous conversation.
This is especially true for events leading to moral evaluation. Situations of deviant behaviour,
leading to positive or negative moral judgments, constitute by definition exceptions to an
expected norm, and are therefore unexpected. This may contribute to explaining why
conversations are replete with moral evaluation and gossip [8].
What is true of spontaneous event reports must be true of fiction, at least up to some
point. People are likely to use the same cognitive dispositions when they enjoy stories about
factual events and about fictitious ones. Our hypothesis is that most parameters that control
interest, both in conversation and in fiction, do it by controlling unexpectedness. It is thus
important to reach a formal definition of that notion.

4.2

Defining unexpectedness

Unexpectedness is intuitively associated with an impression of low probability. Rare events,
remarkable happenings, oddities, exceptions, deviations from norms are all extra-ordinary.
They contrast with ordinary situation which, almost by definition, conform to expectations
and are regarded as probable.
Probability unfortunately does not correctly capture the notion of unexpectedness. For
instance, people may assess the unexpected nature of events that they would have previously
regarded as impossible, such as the fact that two nuns start running on a jogging trail.
Moreover, events of equal probability, such as lottery draws, are not regarded as equally
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expected. A draw like 1–2–3–4–5–6 would be regarded as highly unexpected, whereas a
“normal” draw like 13–23–24–31–35–44 is just boring news for those who did not play.
Simplicity Theory [7] is an attempt to capture the notion of unexpectedness. Unexpected
(and therefore interesting) situations share the property of being less complex than expected.
The word ’complexity’ is used here in its technical sense, meaning ’size of the most concise
description’. Unexpectedness results from a contrast between expected complexity (size of
the most concise explanation of the event) and observed complexity (size of the most concise
unambiguous designation of the event). In other words:
Unexpected situations are more complex to generate than to describe.
This definition can be applied to the lottery example: all draws are equally complex
to produce (if the machine is not biased). Most of them are complex to describe as well:
their best description merely enumerates the numbers. There are therefore not unexpected.
The remarkable draws are those which can be concisely designated. If a draw is a natural
sequence such as 1–2–3–4–5–6, numbers need not be mentioned one by one and the designation,
measured in bits of information, is much more concise. Similarly, exceptions are unexpected
if what makes them exceptional is simple. A running nun is exceptional if all other nuns walk
at a slow pace, because ’run’ is a simple characteristic. A nun whose rosary has a missing
bead may be unique as well, but as far as the ’rosary-with-missing-bead’ characteristic is
more complex than ’running’, the event is less likely to be perceived as unexpected, and
therefore as interesting.
Complexity is a concept of theoretical computer science. The corresponding quantity
is measured in bits. Its abstract definition is the size of the shortest computer program,
expressed in binary form, that outputs the object under consideration. We must distinguish
two aspects of the notion.
Generation complexity: Size of the minimal instruction set that leads to a causal generation
of the event.
Description complexity: Size of the minimal set of characteristics that leads to an unambiguous designation of the event.
Unexpectedness is defined by the difference (see also the Appendix):

−
=

generation complexity
description complexity
unexpectedness

(1)

When some feature, such as the fact of running, makes a situation (running nuns) unique,
describing the situation once the feature is known requires no additional information. This
explains why simple unique features (running, as opposed to missing-bead-in-rosary) make
the situation more interesting.

4.3

Unexpectedness and emotions

Simplicity Theory has much to say, not about emotional experience per se, but about
emotional intensity. The basic idea is that emotional intensity is controlled by unexpectedness.
In what follows, any reference to ’emotion’ has to be understood as meaning ’emotional
intensity’.
Unexpectedness plays a decisive role in the Wine Story. If Mary suddenly dies, her
death will be totally unexpected to all witnesses but John. Of course, any one may die
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any time, but Mary’s spontaneous death is unlikely. The difference between actual emotion
(when Mary suddenly dies) and hypothetical emotion (considering Mary’s possible death) is
unexpectedness (see also the Appendix).
actual emotion
− hypothetical emotion
= unexpectedness

(2)

From this equation, we can deduce that the following terms are interdependent:
the observer’s emotional reaction to Mary’s death (actual emotion)
the observer’s concern about Mary’s possible death (hypothetical emotion)
the complexity of the simplest causal scenario leading to Mary’s death that the observer
may think of (generation complexity).
If the observer never anticipated Mary’s death, the reference may change. If the observer
compares Mary’s death with her/his own, the equation will involve the following terms:
the observer’s emotional reaction to Mary’s death (actual emotion)
the observer’s concern about her/his possible own death (hypothetical emotion)
the complexity of the simplest causal scenario leading to Mary’s death that the observer
may think of (generation complexity)
the minimal description of Mary for the observer (description complexity)
This explains why Mary’s death will be perceived differently by different people, depending
on their closeness to the victim.

4.4

Emotions and actions

If the black powder is poison, Mary’s death is not unexpected from John’s perspective. When
Mary dies, John is not surprised and his emotion does not change. . . unless the causal link
from his action (adding the powder) to the effect (Mary’s death) is not perfect. In that case,
the preceding equation can be rewritten as:
anticipated emotion
− causal unexpectedness
= hypothetical emotion

(3)

Causal unexpectedness is just an instance of the general notion of unexpectedness. It is
evaluated when an agent performs an action. If the causal link to the emotional outcome
involves many intermediary steps, the agent will perceive the outcome as more complex to
generate. The outcome will be more unexpected and the gap between hypothetical and
actual emotion will be larger. In the Wine Story, adding poison to the drink is not enough
to provoke Mary’s death. John’s act must remain unnoticed, Mary should drink the glass
of wine, the poison has to be effective, at a time when Mary is far from a hospital, and so
on. The occurrence of Mary’s death is still unexpected, and thus emotional, from John’s
perspective.

4.5

Intentionality, responsibility and moral judgment

The preceding results follow from Simplicity Theory’s basic principles. They already provide
theoretical tools to control emotional intensity when events are told in a narrative, from
anyone’s perspective (readers or audience, but also other characters). When it comes to
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anticipating the emotional effects of characters’ actions, some additional notions such as
intentionality, responsibility and moral judgments must be given precise definitions as well.
Our previous works on moral judgment suggest that narrative interest and moral approval
of one’s action can be controlled by various factors such as the causal unexpectedness or
the emotional intensity of the outcomes [27]. We will now use the framework of Simplicity
Theory to define the notions of intention and responsibility.
Intentions are a matter of desires. One intends to perform an action if one desires some
resulting situation to happen. The degree of intention to perform an action in order to
produce some desired outcome depends on the anticipated emotional benefit. In the Wine
Story, suppose that Mary dies because John added some poison in her glass. From John’s
perspective, adding poison into Mary’s glass makes her death highly expected. John’s degree
of intention to kill Mary by adding poison depends on his expected emotional response to
her death. In other words, the more John desires that Mary dies, the more his act of adding
poison is judged intentional. Intention can be defined using the following equation (see also
the Appendix).

−
=

agent’s anticipated emotional response to the outcome
causal unexpectedness (from the agent’s perspective)
intention of performing the action to produce the outcome

(4)

Some anticipated consequences of one’s action may not be desired. These negative
anticipated consequences tend to decrease the global intention to perform an action. In such
cases, these negative outcomes are brought up knowingly. We must suppose that the action
has been performed for some other purpose.
When an action has several emotional effects, as in moral dilemma, the various intentional
values add up, with negative signs when the agent’s emotion attached to the outcome is
negative.

+/−
+/−
=

intention of performing the action to produce the outcome 1
intention of performing the action to produce the outcome 2
...
intention of performing the action

(5)

Responsibility is defined in a similar way. There is, however, a crucial difference. The
observer’s emotions (or sometimes standard social emotions) must be substituted for the
agent’s ones. The responsibility attributed by an observer to an agent can be defined using
the following equation (see also the Appendix).

−
=

observer’s anticipated emotional response to the outcome
causal unexpectedness (from the agent’s perspective)
agent’s responsibility for the outcome

(6)

The observer’s moral judgment about the agent’s action is a cumulative responsibility
(taking signs into account). The signs depend on the desirability or the undesirability of the
outcomes from the observer’s perspective.

+/−
+/−
=

responsibility for outcome 1
responsibility for outcome 2
...
moral judgment about the agent’s action

(7)
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Using these notions of intention, responsibility and moral judgment based on Simplicity
Theory, we can not only anticipate moral evaluations in a narrative, but also control
the characters’ credibility. Rational characters will perform actions that realize the best
compromise between the different judgments they can anticipate. The same notions can also
be used to control interest, by maximizing the observer’s emotion.

5

Controlling interest and moral judgment in a narrative context

Unexpected simplicity is our best candidate to control narrative interest and moral judgments
in narratives. In this section, we will see that, by modifying the context of the Wine Story,
we can influence not only the moral judgments experienced when reading the story, but also
its interestingness.

5.1

Characters’ desires

In the Wine Story, John may attempt to poison Mary in order to inherit her fortune. If so,
John’s anticipated emotion concerning Mary’s death depends on various factors including
her wealth and John’s personal feelings for her. John’s desires therefore modify his intention
to act (see equations 4 and 5). For John to appear as a believable character, his action must
make sense, which means that he should only perform acts that are significantly intentional.
Equation 4 explains why actions should be consistent with the agent’s desires.
Readers’ emotional reaction to Mary’s death is crucial to know whether John will be
blamed or praised (see equations 6 and 7). This reaction depends on various factors, such as
their empathy for Mary or their personal identification with her. These effects are captured
by Mary’s simplicity in the reader’s eyes (see equation 2), whether she is for instance a main
or a peripheral character.
Anticipated emotions are crucial in the case of moral dilemmas. Imagine that John loves
Mary but is forced to kill her or else he will be killed himself. John anticipates two emotions,
one for Mary’s death, another one for his own. If John chooses to kill Mary, then the higher
his anticipated emotional response to Mary’s death, the more interesting the story. In such a
situation, John kills Mary with a lower degree of intentionality (equation 5). His emotional
reaction to the outcome is compensated by the fact that he will not get killed himself. The
dilemma also affects the observers’ attribution of responsibility if they have similar emotions
(equation 7). Observers (readers or other characters of the story) who are ignorant of the
death threat hanging over John may form a rather different judgment. To them, John’s act
will be highly unexpected (see equation 2). This example highlights the importance of the
way information is provided to readers and to the characters of the story.

5.2

Unexpectedness in causal chains

When reading the Wine Story, one can easily imagine that John is attempting to poison
Mary. Now imagine that the poison turns out to have no effect on her. This introduces
surprise in the story because the end of the sequence of events is unexpected. There are
different ways to introduce unexpectedness in a causal sequence during the process of story
generation. The action itself can be unexpected for the reader, for the acting character or for
any other character of the story (see the Appendix for a commentary about inadvertence);
the expected consequence may fail to happen for some unanticipated reason; or the action
provokes not only its expected outcomes, but other unanticipated consequences as well.
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Action unexpectedness

In a written story, a character’s action may be unexpected for the reader. Action unexpectedness should be manipulated carefully, as it may negatively affect the reader’s “suspension of
disbelief”. A way to make an action unexpected is to keep the agent’s goals untold. However,
sufficient information has to be disclosed for readers to be able to infer a causal explanation
for the unexpected action. Not only readers, but also other characters in the story (as readers
imagine them) may also be surprised by a character’s action. Even the acting character may
be surprised by her/his own action, when it has been performed inadvertently. In such case,
inadvertence may considerably reduce blame or praise (equation 7 and the Appendix).

5.2.2

Causal unexpectedness

Causal unexpectedness refers to the unexpectedness of the anticipated consequence once
the action has been performed. If the causal chain of events that goes from the action to
its anticipated consequence consists in many intermediary events, the occurrence of the
consequence will appear less expected. More causal unexpectedness decreases the attribution
of intentions (equation 4) and of responsibility (equation 6), and the amplitude of the blame
or praise will diminish as well (equation 7). But more causal unexpectedness increases the
gap between hypothetical emotion and actual or anticipated emotion, both for the acting
character and for observers (equations 2 and 3). Note that in all cases, causal unexpectedness
is supposed to be assessed by the agents, with the knowledge and inference capabilities that
observers grant them.
In the Wine Story, we suppose that John knows that the poison will be effective. The
only unexpected step, from John’s perspective, is to know whether Mary will drink up her
glass of poisoned wine, as the unexpectedness of Mary’s death once she has drunk it is nearly
zero. There is room for suspense in the first phase, because of the time pressure (the taxi will
arrive soon). The occurrence of “Mary drinks the wine” becomes increasingly unexpected as
the time is running out.
Causal unexpectedness should also be manipulated with care, as it may negatively affect
readers’ suspension of disbelief. There is a risk that agents be no longer believable if their
intentionality drops too much (equation 4).

5.2.3

Unexpected consequences

Of course, the course of events may differ from what characters and readers anticipate. The
simplest case is when the outcome is the exact opposite of the anticipated one. In the
Wine Story, Mary may not die nor even get sick from having drunk the wine. This turn
of events is unexpected, because observers must imagine complex circumstances that may
have produced the alternate ending (equation 1). Such unexpectedness must be resolved, at
least for readers. This means that some explanation must be found or must be provided that
provides a simpler generation process for the event.
Any action may have various consequences besides its expected consequences. These
side-effects are interesting, because they are unexpected. But as for deceived anticipations,
their unexpectedness must be resolved, at least for readers. Unexpected consequences are
not intentional since the agent did not anticipate them (equation 4), but the agent may be
judged responsible for them (equation 6).
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6

Conclusion

We have shown various ways through which Simplicity Theory can be used to manipulate
emotional responses and interest in narratives. The same parameters also affect the believability of characters. The main parameter underlying narrative experience is unexpectedness.
It is defined as the difference between the complexity of the circumstances that brought the
situation about and the amount of information required to describe it. Unexpectedness is
a key factor to predict interestingness in conversational narratives. It is also involved in
fictitious stories.
When actions with emotional consequences are performed in a story, unexpectedness is
involved three times. Once when the consequences are unexpected, independently from the
action that caused them (e.g., when a character dies). A second time if the action itself is
unexpected (e.g., if the action has been performed inadvertently, as in an accident). And a
third time when the causal link is regarded as unexpected by the agent (e.g., when many steps
separate the action from its emotional consequences). The various roles of unexpectedness
offer as many possibilities to control interest in narratives.
This paper investigated these possibilities from a theoretical point of view. We are
currently planning to implement them in a narrative generation program. The main difficulty
comes from the fact that the precise values of complexity are sometimes difficult to compute.
Various strategies can be used to overcome the problem. Generation complexity relies on
the addition of choice points (see www.simplicitytheory.org). Description complexity for
imaginary objects or characters is easy to compute by ranking those objects or characters by
importance. For objects or people of real life like the Eiffel Tower or Barack Obama, a rough
estimate can be deduced from the number of hits on a Web search engine.
Our conviction is that computational models of narrative cannot ignore the various
parameters that control unexpectedness, emotions and moral judgments. This paper was a
first attempt to list these parameters, to provide tentative definitions and to consider their
logical relations.

A

Appendix

Here is a formal summary of the notions presented in this article. Corresponding equations
in the article and in this appendix share the same number.
Unexpected situations are more complex to generate than to describe
U (s) = Cw (s) − Cd (s)

(1)

U (s) is the unexpectedness of situation s, as perceived by the observer. Cw (s) measures
the minimal amount of information that is necessary for the ’world’ to produce s. This
information evaluates the size of the minimal explication of the situation. It corresponds to the
circumstances that the observer must imagine for s to happen. Description complexity Cd (s)
measures the quantity of information that the observer needs to unambiguously determine s.
The basic idea of Simplicity Theory is that emotional intensity is controlled by unexpectedness. It says that the expected or hypothetical emotional intensity Eh (s) attached to the
possible occurrence of an event s is related to the actual emotional intensity E(s) attached
to the effective occurrence of s:
E(s) − Eh (s) = U (s)

(2)
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When some outcome s of an action a occurs, one can evaluate how necessary the action
was, from any observer’s point of view, to produce s. The previous equation can be rewritten
as:
E(s) − U (s||a) = Eh (s)

(3)

The causal unexpectedness U (s||a) is an instance of the general notion of unexpectedness.
It evaluates the unexpectedness of a situation s once an action a has been performed. E(s)
is the emotional intensity attached to s as it has been anticipated. Eh (s) is the hypothetical
emotion attached to the occurrence of s.
The preceding results follow from Simplicity Theory’s basic principles. They already
provide theoretical tools to control emotional intensity when events are told in a narrative,
from anyone’s perspective (readers or audience, but also other characters).
Now we will define some additional notions such as intentionality, responsibility and
moral judgment.
The degree of intention to perform an action a in order to produce some desired outcome s
is the anticipated emotional benefit. For any observer O, the degree of intention (IntO (A, a, s))
for an actor A is the hypothetical emotion attached to the occurrence of s from A’s perspective
EhA (s) (the upper letter indicates that the calculation is calculated by O from A’s perspective
by inferring A’s mental state).
IntO (A, a, s) = E A (s) − U A (s||a)

(4)

Undesired but anticipated outcomes contributes to decrease the global intention to
perform an action. They are produced knowingly. We must suppose that the action has been
performed either accidentally (IntO < 0) or for some other purpose. Accidental actions are
unexpected. This unexpectedness is a negative source of intentionality. Equation 4 should
be rewritten: IntO (A, a, s) = E A (s) − U A (s||a) − U A (a). For voluntary actions, U A (a) = 0.
The global intention to perform an action a assigned by O to A results from the accumulation of the degrees of intention attached to all the outcomes s, with negative signs for
undesired ones ((s) = −1), in the set S of all the outcomes that have been anticipated by A.

IntO (A, a) =

X

(s)IntO (A, a, s)

(5)

s∈S

Responsibility is defined in a similar way. There is, however, a crucial difference. The
observer’s emotions (E O (s)) must be substituted for the actor’s ones (E A (s)). An observer
will find an actor more responsible if, in the same circumstances, the actor’s actions elicit a
more intense emotional response in the observer. Then the responsibility attributed to A by
O for the occurrence of the outcome s which is a consequence of A’s action a is:
ResO (A, a, s) = E O (s) − U A (s||a)

(6)

O’s moral judgment (or moral approval) M J about A’s action is a cumulative responsibility
(taking signs into account). The signs depend on the desirability or the undesirability of the
outcomes for the observer O.
X
M J O (A, a) =
(s)ResO (A, a, s)
(7)
s∈S
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